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Factbox

Keep out! Border 

walls worldwide

Seventy walls are in place around the world to
protect national borders, compared with a
dozen in 1989 when the Berlin Wall came

down, according to researcher Elisabeth Vallet of
Quebec University. As US President Donald Trump
moves to build a wall along the Mexican border,
here are other significant frontier barriers around
the globe:

US: Extending existing barrier
One third of  the 3,200-km US border with

Mexico is, in fact, already protected by a fence.
Authorized by US President George W Bush and
completed in 2010, the metallic barrier is more
than five metres high and equipped with flood-
lights and surveillance cameras.

European barriers against migrants 
● FRANCE: With existing high wire fences not

enough to stop them, a one-kilometre “anti-intru-
sion” wall was built in late 2016 to block access to
the northern port of Calais for migrants trying to
clandestinely cross the Channel to Britain.

● HUNGARY: As Europe grappled with its worst
migrant crisis since World War II, Hungary built a
175-kilometre, four-metre high fence along its
border with Serbia in Sept 2016, followed in
October by one along its border with Croatia.
Other countries in the region have also put up
barriers to thwart migrants, including SLOVENIA
with Croatia, AUSTRIA with Slovenia and MACE-
DONIA with Greece.

● BULGARIA: Bulgaria in 2014 started building
a razor wire barrier along part of its border with
Turkey, the main entry point for migrants seeking
to avoid the perilous sea route to the EU across the
Mediterranean. The barrier is now 176 km long.

● GREECE: Greece became the leading entry
point for migrants into Europe at just the moment
when its economy was collapsing. So in 2012
Athens built an 11-km barbed wire fence along its
river border with Turkey.

● SPAIN-MOROCCO: The Spanish enclaves of
Ceuta and Melilla on the North African coast,
Africa’s only land borders with Europe, are pro-
tected by high-tech border fences, each around
10 kilometres long.

Walls and conflict 
● ISRAEL-WEST BANK: Israel began building

its 712-km security barrier edging the West Bank
in 2002,  saying i t  would stop attacks  by
Palestinian insurgents. Critics say it has been used
to seize land and establish a de facto border in
breach of international law. Nine metres high at
some points, the wall - which is two-thirds fin-
ished - includes watchtowers and electronic sur-
veillance.

● SAUDI ARABIA-IRAQ: Responding to the rise
of the Islamic State group, the Saudis in 2014
added to an existing seven-metre -high sand
embankment on the Iraqi border with a 900-kilo-
metre fence and electronic surveillance system.

● INDIA-PAKISTAN: India built a barrier almost
750 km long, along the de facto border dividing
disputed Kashmir with Pakistan,  to keep out
Pak istani  mi l i tants.  I t  has  a lso  surrounded
Bangladesh with a 2,700-km barbed-wire fence
aimed at restricting immigration and smuggling.

Marking territory 
● NORTH AND SOUTH KOREA: The most heav-

ily militarized border in the world is the one
drawn between North and South Korea in 1953.
Bristling with razor wire, sensors, landmines and
heavy weapons, the Demilitarized Zone stretches
for 250 km along the full length of the border.

● WESTERN SAHARA: A 2,700-km sand wall, in
place since the 1980s, has been built between the
80 percent of territory under Moroccan control
and zones under Polisario rebels, who have been
fighting and negotiating for control of Western
Sahara since the 1970s.

● CYPRUS: A wall  splits  the island and its
capital Nicosia between its Turkish and Greek
Cypriot halves, dating back to Turkey’s invasion
in 1974. — AFP 

Built to keep out migrants, traffickers,
or an enemy group, border walls
have emerged as a one-size-fits-all

response to the vulnerability felt by many
societies in today’s globalized world, says
an expert on the phenomenon. Practically
non-existent at the end of World War II, by
the time the Berlin Wall fell in 1989 the
number of border walls across the globe
had risen to 11. That number has since
jumped to 70, prompted by an increased
sense of insecurity following the Sept 11,
2001 attacks in the United States and the
2011 Arab Spring, according to Elisabeth
Vallet, director of the Observatory of
Geopolitics at the University of Quebec in
Montreal (UQAM).

One third were intended to bring an end
to a conflict, Vallet says, such as between
north and south Cyprus, the two Koreas,
and India and Pakistan. But in recent years
“three distinct types of walls have
appeared, including anti-migration walls -
the most common - anti-trafficking walls
and anti-terrorism walls,” she told AFP. For
Vallet, walls or fences are often used as a
“turnkey response” to a sense of vulnerabil-
ity felt when “migratory pressures are
changing the nature of a society’s identity,
or exerting economic pressure.”

That is the case, she says, in Bulgaria,
Greece or Hungary - and most prominently
in the United States where President
Donald Trump’s flagship campaign promise
was to build a wall on the border with
Mexico. Typically they represent “the divide
between rich and poor, north and south,”
said Vallet, noting exceptions such as Saudi

Arabia which has used walls to isolate itself
from its neighbors. And in an electoral con-
text, walls are typically linked to questions
of “identity,” used by demagogues to cast
neighbors in a bad light - and reinforce a
sense of them and us.

High cost, limited returns 
Vallet cites data from US border officials

that shows that “walls deter and slow down
people, but walls never keep them out”. In
some cases, there is evidence that moves to
close borders can actually drive people who
had not taken the decision to migrate to do
so, she said, with walls fuelling the migra-
tion they are intended to curb. Meanwhile
their dissuasive power is limited, she says,
pointing at the depth of despair that drives
migrants to undertake perilous migrations,
with newborns in their arms, and exposing
themselves to extreme personal danger.
“Ninety percent of women will take a con-
traceptive, presuming not that they could
be raped - but that they will be.”

“A wall is extraordinarily expensive,” she
said - money that could be better spent
addressing the factors behind migrant
movements. The cost of Trump’s planned
border wall, for instance, could reach $21.6
billion, according to a Department of
Homeland Security estimate circulated by
US media. Each kilometer of existing fenc-
ing between Mexico and the United States
cost between one and eight million US dol-
lars, Vallet noted.

Closing off the whole border, as Trump
has vowed to do, by adding more than
2,000 kilometers of wall in “desert areas

where the land is privately-owned and will
have to be expropriated, will push the cost
up to US$21 million per kilometer”. “If that
money were invested in peace missions...
or towards responding to the climate
change that triggers food insecurity and

migration,” Vallet believes it would have the
potential to change “the course of history”.
“You need to invest in peace missions, in
security - humanitarian corridors in Syria
might have spared Hungary the need to
build walls,” she said. — AFP 

Border walls: ‘Turnkey’ answer 

to threats real and imagined

This photo taken on Feb 6, 2017 shows Israel’s separation barrier dividing east
Jerusalem (left) from the West Bank village of Anata. — AFP photos

This photo taken on Feb 10, 2017 shows Iraqis walking next to the Iraq-Kuwait bor-
der barrier near the town of Umm Qasr.  

This photo taken on Feb 12, 2017 shows South Korean guard posts along military
barbed wire fence in the border city of Paju near the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) divid-
ing the two Koreas.  

This photo taken on Feb 16, 2017 shows a section of the Mexico-US border fence in
San Luis Rio Colorado, Sonora state, northwestern Mexico.  

This photo taken on Feb 20, 2017 shows Indian Border Security Force (BSF) person-
nel patrolling along a fence at the India-Pakistan border at Wagah, some 35 km from
Amritsar. 

This photo taken on Jan 25, 2017 shows a peace wall separating the Catholic and
Protestant communities of Belfast. 

This photo taken on Feb 17, 2017 shows border guards patrolling along Macedonia’s
southern border with Greece near Gevgelija.  

This photo taken on Feb 3, 2017 shows Zghala, a woman from Western Sahara, look-
ing at the fence in the Al-Mahbes area as she accompanies her 14-year-old son to
show him the wall separating the Polisario controlled Western Sahara from Morocco.

This photo taken on Feb 2, 2017 shows a four-metre-high wall running along a kilo-
metre-long stretch of the main road leading to Calais port, aimed at stopping
migrants who attempt to reach its shores. 

This photo taken on Feb 7, 2017 shows an aerial view showing the border fence near
the Hungarian-Serbian border at Kelebia village.  

This photo taken on Feb 17, 2017 shows a general view of the fence between the
Moroccan city of Fnideq and the Spanish enclave of Ceuta.  


